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SOME FURTHER
THOUGHTS ON
"ORGANIC GEORGICS,"
OR,
THE POLITICS
AND POETICS OF
JOHNSON'S MANURE
Michael Rotenbetg-Schwartz

I
i

"A
y^en adjured to remember manure perhaps the first
\/\/
image evoked in the minds of most is Addison's
^ ^
description of Virgil as poetic stylist: "he breaks the
clods and tosses the dung about with an air of gracefulness" (6).^ The
focus here is neither on the actions of breaking and tossing nor on
clods and dung; rather it is trained on the deportment of the subject in
the landscape. What does the subject act like? Just before this
quotation Addison differentiates Virgil from Hesiod, seeing the latter
as a "downright countryman" and the former as "a Roman dictator at
the plough tail" (6). A dictator may observe and instruct but is likely
' Quotations from "An Essay on Virgil's Geot^cs (1697)" are &om the reprint in 'EighteenthCentury CriticalEsseysVoL 1, ed. Scott EUedge (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1961).
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to break and toss anything only with an air of grandeur and
effordessness. The essence of georgic for Addison is that it "addresses
itself wholly to the imagination...It raises in our minds a pleasing
variety of scenes and landscapes, whilst it teaches us; and makes the
driest of its precepts look like a description.. .the poet shows his skill
in singling out such precepts to proceed on, as are useful, and at the
same time most capable of ornament" (2). Preceptive and descriptive
writing need not be mutually exclusive, and so one might ask Addison
why georgic must address itself "whoU/' to the imagination. Indeed,
if the purpose of georgic poetry is to discuss principles of agriculture
one might ask why the poet is told to select precepts that are not just
"useful" but "most capable of ornament." But the answer is obvious:
from the emphasis on ornament the reader may gather that for
Addison georgics are about form and style—the aesthetics of
labor—not content, certainly not the practice of labor.
Scholarship on georgic, both older and more recent, relies on this
particular perspective, leading some, like John Chalker and Dwight
Durling, to read for Virgilian imitation and allusion, and others, from
Raymond Williams andJohn Barrell to Karen O'Brien and Suvir Kaul,
to limn with helpful clarity the sociopolitical assumptions georgic
poetry obscures for the benefit of landed gentlemen.^ Recently, David
Fairer has suggested that georgic poetry may best be defined by its
^ For formalist readings of georgjc, see John Chalker, The English Georgk (London: Roudedge
and Kegan Paul, 1969) and Dwight Durling, Georgic Tradition in English Poetrf (Port
Washington: Kennikat Press, Inc., 1964), 20-23. Ironically, though Chalker criticizesAddison
for his preoccupation with aesthetics and favors Dryden for taking seriously the dignity of
agriculture, nevertheless his own interest is in formal imitation (31, 33). For materialist
readings, see Raymond Williams, The Country and the City (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1973)
English Literature in History, 1730-80: An Equal, Wide Survey Q^aAoor.
Hutchinson, 1983). In differentiating the ordering from the creative mind,Williams does not
quote Addison's essay on VirgU but Spectator A\A-. "But why may not a whole estate be thrown
into a kind of garden by frequent plantations" (127). On the other hand, Barrell employs the
phrase "toss the dung about with an air of gracefulness" but refers to Addison only in a
foomote, ^ving the impression that Addison's is the (unanimous and anonymous) approach
to georgic in the early eighteenth century (90-91). Colonial perspectives of georgic are
offered by Karen O'Brien, "Imperial Georgic, 1660-1789," in Gerald MacLean, Donna
Landry and Joseph P. Ward, eds.. The Country and the City Pevisited: England and the Politics of
Culture, 1530-1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999) and Suvir Kaul, Poerrrs of
Nation, Anthems <f Empire (Charlottesville: University Presses of Virginia, 2000).
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interest in "organic matters."^ While Fairer's enthusiasm for the way
georgic writers linger over the details and particulars of everyday life,
from the making of cheesecake to the shearing of sheep, manifests
itself quite clearly, his definition of "organic," a word as politically
charged today as "patriot" in the mid-eighteenth century, does not.
Presumably he means nothing more complicated than carbon-based
organisms, all of which are subject to the processes of birth, growth,
decay, and death.'' Indeed, Fairer is interested particularly in sites at
which both death and birth occur simultaneously; his two favorite
organic matters are the rotting oak tree memorialized by Cowper in
"Yardley Oak," and manure, the usefulness of which was hotly debated
by experimental farmers at the start of the century. Fairer reads georgic
as a celebration of the endless cycle of life, a cycle teaching that things
salubrious and good can come from the seemingly disgusting and
putrefied.
Fairer's is not quite as picturesque, perhaps, as Addison's, but his
conception of georgic similarly relies on an appeal to "natural" forms.
Though it includes the touches of human labor, his view literally
reduces those acts in scale and incorporates them into a dynamo of
natural growth and change:
Although the georgic acknowledges hard labour, it tends to
see work as harnessed to the regular demands of nature... his
placing of human labour within the greater scheme of things,
finding a bodily pulse within the broader rh5^thm of nature,
takes us to the heart of the georgic mode.. .the body should
be synchronized within nature's measured space. Time is
implacable, and change must be accommodated. The less it
disrupts, the more surely it will transform^
It is an interesting and persuasive argument but in large part because
it is counterintuitive, decentering what is, paradoxically, the primary
' I refer to his lecture "Organic Matters: Georgic and Gothic in Eighteenth-Century Britain,"
delivered at the 33"" annual conference of the American Society for Eighteenth-Century
Studies, April 2002; as well as to his book, English Eoetry of the Eighteenth Century 1700-1789
(London; Longman, 2003).
Fairer, English Poetry, 91.
^ Fairer, English Poetry, 96—98.
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need and anxiety of georgic poetry. In georgic landscapes labor is
intense and painful; a troublesome curse (whether from a Pagan or
Christian sense of fallenness) not simply because it may be rendered
useless, but because the energy it wields to create exists as a simulta
neous potential to destroy.^ Virgil's
therefore often depict man
at war with the namral elements, and to a degree eighteenth-century
georgics advocate human domination over thelandscape (conservation
and maintenance of ecological habitats are not of much concern).^
Notwithstanding, labor is also necessary, and may produce food, civil
harmony, and national strength. Thus what makes georgic relevant to
writers as different as William Petty and James Thomson, Oliver
Goldsmith and Arthur Young, is not the cyclical flow of nature, but
the idea that agricultural labor supports commercial endeavors, and
that therefore landowners must actively manage their estates rather
than live in the city, must use their land for produce rather than
pleasure, and must keep in close touch with the laborers who toil for
them.
John Barrell interprets "counOy" ideology as an attempt to mask
the fact that country gentleman no longer retain the cultural power they
once possessed. Likewise, J. G. A. Pocock writes that country ideology
was an ideal that "had come to be expressed in terms of an agrarian
mode of property acknowledged to exist mainly in thepast."^ A basic premise
of BarreU's fragmentary landscapes is that they require a disinterested
view; according to him any specific knowledge taints one's virtue (or
the illusion thereof) and limits one's view of the unified landscape.
Against this, however, one might contrast the preface to A General
^ See Kevis Goodman, '"Wasted Labor? Milton's Eve, the Poet's Work, and the Challenge
of Sympathy," ELH (1997): 415—46.
' For the idea that a rhetoric of violence constitutes the diction of Virgil's poem, see William
Batstone, "Vrrgilian Didaxis: Value and Meatiing in the Georgics," in Charles Martindale, ed.,
The Cambridge Companion to Virgj.1(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 136. On
eighteenth-century desires to "dominate" nature, see the essays by Lynn White, Jr., and
Christopher Manes in CheryU Glotfelty and Harold Fromm, eds.. The Ecocriticism Reader.
Tandmarks in Literary Ecolog (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1996). For a more
balanced survey of eighteenth-century attitudes toward nature, see Keith Thomas, Man and
theNatural World: ChangngAttitudes in England 1500-1800 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1983).
®J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment:Florentine PoliticalThoughtand the Atlantic Republican
Tradition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975), 436 (my italics).
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Dictionary of Husbandly, Planting Gardening. ..by the Editors of the Farmer's
Magas^ne, in which the editors exhort the landowner to work:
Busde, bustle should be the watchword of a farmer. "We
will go and do it" is of ten times more consequence in
business, than the command, simply, "Go and do it." The
master's eye should see all, and his hand assist in all the
occupations of his farm; he should rise early, and never fail
to visit his fields daily...he should not only see, and assist in
aU, but he should also enquire of his servants into the state of
aU matters every morning and every evening: it wiU be no
mean condescension...he wiU do well to examine with
circumspection into every thing, animal and vegetable, from
the stable to the barn, to the pigs, to the sheep, to the cows;
he must extend the care to the fences and the com, to the
condition of his waggons, his carts, his ploughs, and their
appertenances.®
The landowner's view remains aU-encompassing (the "master's eye
should see all"), yet his knowledge is simultaneously particulari2ed. He
must become expert in ever3rthing on his estate, from his animals (pigs,
sheep, cows) to his crops (corn), physical stmctures (stables, barns,
fences), and equipment (wagons, carts, plows). Importantly, these are
not simply "low" objects to view in a (mock-)prospect, but are items
about which he must inquire twice daily. Not this only. More than
view, and talk about, his estate, the good landowner uses his hands to
"assist in all." While the paragraph maintains a clearly defined social
hierarchy (the gentleman must be reassured that conversing with his
laborers wiU be no "mean condescension"), still the editors instmct the
gentleman not merely to command his workers, but to include himself
in that very work: "We wiU go and do it' is of ten times more
consequence in business."'"
' A General Dictiona^ of Husbandry, Planting, Gardening and the Vegetable Part of the Materia
Medica. ..ly the Editors of the Parmer's Magasfne (Bath: 1779), iv.
Compare Herrick's "The Country life," whidi claims "the best compost for the lands / Is the
wise master's [EndymionPorter's] feetand hands." In Herrick's poem the vision is fantastic and
has litde to do with work: a few lines later the landowner's feet magically imprint a "godlike
power" in every herb and flower.
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Gone is the disinterested and distanced view. And the nostalgic
evocation of a feudal agrarianism is replaced with an urge to gentlemen
landowners to participate in rural improvement—^if not by joining in
back-breaking field work, at least by actively supervising bis steward or
estate manager. On offer is not merely an easy landscape for the
gentleman to survey but acreage to be cultivated. In other words, as
much as georgic celebrates a landowning class it also criticizes them for
not taking a more active role in supporting what we today caU agrarian
capitalism."
But the promise georgic writers make is that a cultivated nation
will produce a cultured society. This is not so for Addison, who
categorizes georgic in the didactic sub-genre yet thinks it "the meanest
and least improving, but the most pleasing and delightful" of them (2).
Georgic succeeds for Addison insofar as it addresses itself "wholly to
the imagination" by making "the driest of [their] precepts look like a
description" (2). This is not an advocacy of superficial beauty for
Addison generally prioritizes imagination over understanding, and
experiences a moral good in the pleasure of discovering an idea dressed
in sensual description." Nevertheless, even the most successful georgic
will remain limited byits "meanness." The implicit bias here is based on
social stratification: Addison assumes that country life has little if
anything to teach a Londoner about proper manners. But georgic
writers themselves are inspired by the idea that cultured lands may
produce cultured minds." WMam Cowper's poetry, from the second
Anthony Low's Geotffc Evolution (Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1985) offers a
similar reading of georgic as a political critique. Low describes how Arthur Young "urges the
aristocracy and inteUectual leaders to involve themselves in husbandry, to take an active part
in directing the work" (36). Also see Laurence Goldstein, V^ins and Empire: The Evolution of
a Themein Augustan and 'Romantic Eiterature (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1977),
47-48.
For a discussion of Addison's philosophy of the imagination, see William Walker's
"Addison's Masteryof Locke," 1650-1850: Ideas, Aesthetics, and Inquiriesin the Early ModemEra
6 (2001): 45-76.
Raymond Williams writes that the word "culture" became an "independent noun, an
abstract process or the product of such a process" by the end of the century; see his Keywords
(Oxford: Oxfprd University Press, 1985), 88. But when used in the middle of the century to
signify an intellectual and aesthetic community, the metaphor of culture still resonates with
an association to husbandry. Georgic thrives on this connection and keeps it active. On
eighteenth-century conceptualizations of education as ageorgic endeavor, seeCharles StewartRobertson, "Cicero Among the Shadows: Scottish Prelections of Virtue and Duty," Ea Nuova
Italia 1(1983): 25—49; "The Pneumatics and Georgics of theScottish Mirid," Eighteenth-Centu^
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book of The Task to Tirocinium, is georgic in all senses. So too Gray's
"Alliance of Education and Government" indicates that climate, edu
cation, government and georgic cultivation mutually influence each
other and conduce to societal growth. And one can find similar
language in Gilbert West's, "On the Abuse of Travelling" and
"Education," both of which attack corruption and luxury and call for
noblemen to heal the maladies they cause by reforming and recultivating their minds.
One may apprehend the potential scope and energy of georgic
critique by coming to grips with one of the objects to which Fairer calls
attention: manure. Readingjohnson's definitions and exemplifications
of "organic" and "manure" I would like to suggest that georgic writing
depicts rural life not simply for aesthetic enjoyment but also to
promote agricultural labor as such.

Granting for a moment the aptness of his description, it is still doubtful
whether readers should follow Fairer in calling georgic an "organic"
form. Scholars of the last century have persuasively cautioned readers
against using this term as a literary label.^'^ And even if readers restrict
themselves to a standard eighteenth-century definition of the word, such
as Johnson's, the term proves to be rather slippery. At first glance
Johnson's definitions appear to emphasize instrumentality, the
cooperation of partsin wholes both natural and artificial: "1. Consisting
of various parts cooperating with each other. 2. Instrumental; acting as
instruments of nature or art, to a certain end.
3. Respecting
Studies2Q3 (Spring1987): 296-312;"The Well-Principled Savage, or The Child of the Scottish
Enhghteninent," Journal of the History of Ideas 42.3 (1981): 503-25.
" See W. K. Wimsatt, "Organic Form: Some Questions about a Metaphor," in G. S.
Rousseau, ed.. Organic Form:The Life ofan Idea (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1972); G.
S. Rousseau's sprawling bibliography of works on organicism printed in the same volume,
which lists approximately 350 entries from 1823 to 1970; and Eric Rothestein, "'Oiganicism,'
Rupturalism, and Ism-ism," Modem Philologj/ 85.4 (May 1988): 588-609. On the complex
history of the word "organic" itself, see Raymond Williams's entry in Keywords.
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organs."^^ Though most of Johnson's sources illustrate rather literal,
denotative uses of the word, however, their contexts suggestively
connote spiritual, theological concerns. For example, the reference to
Bendey is from his "A Confutation of Atheism from the Structure and
Origin of Human Bodies," a sermon in three parts (delivered on May
2, June 6, Sept. 5,1692, respectively) that refutes various principles of
atheist philosophy."^ One of Bentiey's initial arguments is that one may
intuit the existence of a creator from the complexity of the human
body, the fact that all its manifold parts, no matter how minute, are
purposeful and work together:"That the organical Structure of humane
Bodies whereby they are fitted to live, and move, and be vitally
informed by the Soul is unquestionably the workmanship of a most
wise, and powerfuU, and beneficent Maker."" But he moves on to
define and refute four atheist positions: 1) that humans have existed
from time immemorial, without beginning; 2) that existence is owed to
the influence of heavenly bodies, such as the sun; 3) that existence is
due to the mechanical motions of dead senseless matter; 4) that
existence has come about by accident.^* Oddly, Johnson's quotation
from Ray's The Wisdom of God Manifested in the Works of the Creation not
only voices similar claims, but specifically quotes Bentiey's refutation
of accidental and mechanistic explanations of creation: "she could not
make the least endeavour towards the producing of a Monster; or of
any thing that hath more Vital and Organical Parts, than we find in a
Rock of Marble or a Fountain of Water.""
References toJohnson's Dictionary are from the fourth edition. However, I will often quote
Johnson's prooftexts form their original sources. In his Cyclopaedia: or, An Universal Dictionary
of Arts and Sciences (London: 1728), Ephraim Chambers does not define "organic," but
"organical," and situates it in several technical contexts. With regard to ancient music, it is
the part performed with wind, string, or pulsatile instruments. In geometry it is the method
of describing curves on a plane, by the regular motion of a point. Finally, in biology
something organical is "that Part of an Animalor Plant destined for the performance of some
particular Function"—an organical disease therefore being a disease in an organical part of
the body that impedes, suspends or destroys the part's function.
Richard Bendey,Uippt Sermons Preach'd at the Honourable Pobert Boyle's Lecture, in the First Year,
MDCXCII, S'" edition (Cambridge: 1724).
Bentiey, Eight Sermons, 91.
Bentiey, Ei^t Sermons, 103—202.
"John Ray, The Wisdom of God Manifested in theWorks ofthe Creation, B"*" edition (London: 1722),
182. DidJ ohnson forget Ray wasquoting Bentiey, or did he want support from both authors?
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Of the six prooftexts, only the quotation from William Holder's
'Elements of Speech, a short treatise on the anatomy of speech and
muteness, keeps to the physical body: "such then is the case in hand,
that they who want that sense of Discipline {Hearing are also by conse
quence deprived of Speech, not by any immediate organical Indisposition,
but for wantoiDisciplines'^'^ References to Donne's "Elegy on Mistress
Boulstred" and Milton's Paradise host similarly signify the word's
connection to lungs, air, and the production of vocal sounds (not to
mention the musical organ), but both situate the word in religious
contexts. In his elegy, Donne apostrophi2es Death—^who devours aU
living creatures, including fishes and "birds, heav'n's choristers,
organick throats" (18)—and admits Death's power over those who are
unfavored by God.^* Yet Donne goes on to inform Death that in
taking a sinless and virtuous woman he has lost both she who may have
sinned eventually, as weU as the souls of others who would have sinned
either by envying and slandering her or by wishing and even tempting
her to sin. Within a funeral lament, then, Donne reassures himself that
Death's victory is only temporary and that his loss will be restored in
Heaven. Likewise, though Satan's temptation of Eve (which he begins
with "Serpent Tongue / Organic, or impulse of vocal Air" [529—30])
in Book 9 of Paradise Lost is successful, it effects an immediate
punishment as weU as a pronouncement of his future and ultimate
defeat.^^
FinaUy,Johnson's citation ofMilton's "Of Education" keeps to the
oratorical and exhortatory force of "organic": "And now lastely will be
the time to read with them those organic arts which inable men to
discourse and write perspicuously, elegantly, and according to the fitted
stile of lofty, mean, or lowly" (984). But here rhetoric is not Satanic;
rather, the study of logic, Aristotle's (as well as Castelvetro's Italian
translation of and commentary on the) Poetics, and works of Horace,
Tasso, Mazzoni, and others, may help students, and an ambitious
Milton himself, "soon perceive what despicable creatures our common
William Holder, Elements of Speech: An Essay of Inquiry into the Natural Production of Letters
(London: 1669), 115.
I quote Donne from The CompleteEnglishPoems,K.]. Smith,ed, (New York: Penguin Books,
1971).
^ All quotations from Milton are from The Riverside Milton, Roy Flannagan, ed. (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1998).
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rimers and playwrites be, and shew them, what Religious, what glorious
and mag-nificent use might be made of Poetry both in divine and
humane things" (984). Again, the connotative thmst is specifically
religious. At least forJohnson, the instrumentality of "organic" does not
evoke the endless repetition of the cycle of life and death, but alludes to
the origin and culmination of earthbound life in the ultimate Heavenly
end.
The same may be said for his definition of manurance, which,
though rooted (as it were) in physical tod, elevates labor to a spirimal
plane. Admittedly, invoking Johnson in a defense of georgic seems
counterintuitive at best. BosweU transmits his distaste for Grainger's
Sugar Cane, and the Ufe of Dyer documents one of his withering
responses to the grafting of low subjects onto high literary forms.^^
The Dictiona^ contains entries for "georgical," "georgicks," and
"georgick" as both a noun and an adjective. As a plural noun it is
defined as "the science of cultivating the ground; the doctrine of
agriculture." The singular "georgick," on the other hand, is explained
only with a quotation from Addison, without one word from the
lexicographer himself:"some part of the science of husbandry put into
a pleasing dress, and set off with aU the beauties and embellishments
of poetry." (The Ufe of Dyer simdarly ends with authorial sdence, with
Johnson "balancing" his dismissal of The Fleece by quoting Mark
Akenside in praise of it.) Johnson's two dlustrations of the adjectives
"georgickal" and "georgick" hardly support the idea that such works
capably treat the doctrines of agriculture. One comes from Canto I of
Gay's Rural Sports, where the poet, having found shelter from the noon
sun, peruses "the Mantuan's Georgic strains" (67)What foUows is
less a documentation of labor than a fantasy of reading and natural
Boswell's entry on Thursday, 21 March 1776, records Johnson's reaction to Grainger's
poem: "but The Sugar-Cam, a poem, did not please him; for, he exlaimed, "What could be he
make of a sugar-cane? One might as well write the 'Parsley-bed, a Poem'; or The Cabbagegarden, a Poem.'" Ufe of Johnson, R, W. Chapman, ed., (Oxford: Oxford University Press
[World's Classics edition], 1980), 699. In the Ufe ofDjerJohmon is similarly dismissive: "the
woolcomber and the poet appear to me such discordant natures that an attempt to bring them
together is to 'coupk the serpent with the fowL'" Uves of the English Poets Volume III, George
Birkbeck Hill, ed., (New York: Octagon Books, 1967 [reprint of 1905 Clarendon edition]),
346-47.
I quote from The Poetical Works of John Gay, G. C. Faber, ed. (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1926).
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plenitude: "In ev'ry page I see new landscapes rise, / And aU Hespena
opens to my eyes" (69-70). The second comes from Thomas
Browne's skeptical treatise Pseudodoxia Epidemica, where he warns
readers of the "divers errors in Latine poets" who mistranslate from
Greek sources (which are themselves not free from error) technical
expressions regarding the division of the year into quarters:
So that to make them out, we are fain to use distinctions;
sometime computing cosmicaUy what they intended
heliacally: and sometime in the same expression accounting
the rising heliacally, the setting cosmicaUy. Otherwise it wiU
be hardly made out, what is delivered by approved Authors;
and it is an observation very considerable unto those which
meet with such expressions, as they are very frequent in the
poets of elder times, especiaUy Hesiod, Aratus, VirgU, Ovid,
ManUius; and Authors Geoponical, or which have treated de
re rustica, as Constantine, Marcus Cato, PaUadius and Varro.^^
It seems that even if it did not upset Johnson's sense of poetic
decorum, georgic poetry could hardly satisfy because of its tendency to
get things wrong (notably, his "peculiar praise" of PhiUps's Cjderis that
"it is grounded in truth" and its precepts are "exact and just").^'^
This does not mean, however, that Johnson looks askance
altogether on agricultural projects themselves. In "Further Thoughts
on Agrictolture" (published in the Universal Visitor, March 1756) he
argues that any nation that aUows its agricultural base to crumble does
so only at its own peril.^^ Likewise, looking up words related to
^ Thomas Browne, The Works of Sir Thomas Browne Volume II: Pseudodoxia Epidemica Books
I—VII, Geoffrey Keynes, ed. (London: Faber & Faber Limited, 1964), 414. Note Johnson's
misquotation of his source, reading "georgickal" for "geoponical."
Johnson distances himself from this judgment even, attributing it to the gardener and
botanist Philip Miller, whom Johnson quotes as saying that "there were many books written
on the same subject in prose, which do not contain so much truth as that poem." Lines of the
English Poets,Volume 1,319. Emery Clark notes that MilleFs Gardener's and Florist's Dictionary
(1724) cites Philips's poem on the varieties of apples used for cider. Emery Clark, "The Poet
and the P\o\x^f AgriculturalHistoiy 16; 9-15.
^ Here Johnson's simple and pragmatic point is that a nation should never rely on trading
with others to satisfy its need for subsistence goods like wheat and wool, because history
shows that commercial power is ephemeral. Johnson calmly expects, and merely wants to
prepare his reader for, the inevitable dwindling of Britain's cotnmercial power: "it is foolish
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"georgic," particularly "manure" and its cognates, one can see a
different opinion emerge, a thematic of agriculture that may be applied
to poetry notwithstanding Johnson's separation of it from the word
"georgic."

Strictly speaking, manure is soil, dung, or compost used to fertilize
land; it is not exclusively excremental, but, as Ephraim Chambers
writes in his Cyclopaedia, can be composed of various materials:
The most ordinary are lime and marl...in Ireland, they use
sea-shells.. .which are found to agree very well with boggy,
heathy, clayey, wet or stiff land.. .in the West of England,
they manure their Land with a brackish sea-sand.. .in some
parts of the North-Riding of Yorkshire, the soil is sandy, and
the people manure it with clay.. .The bogs in Ireland are best
improv'd by sandy, or other gravelly manures.
Manure is a man-made product, and as defined by Johnson its verb
form includes human agency: to manure is either "to dung; to fatten
with composts" or "to cultivate by manual labor." The latter sense
points to the word's etymology, the Latin word manus, or hand. As it is
made, so too it must be laid down by people in order to improve
otherwise unproductive farmland. But Johnson's Dictionary offers a
lesson about manure beyond the literal. Indeed, his prooftexts for the
words "manurable," "manurance," "manure," and "manurement" offer
a lesson to readers who, thanks to the direction of W. K. Wimsatt, Alan
Reddick, and Robert DeMaria, have learned to approach the Dictionay
as a kind of religio-philosophical guidebook.^^ It is a lesson in keeping
to imagine, that any care or policy can keep commerce at a stand which almost every nation
has enjoyed and lost, and which we must expect to lose as we have longenjoyed it." The Yale
Edition of the Works of Samuel Johnson, Volume X, Donald Greene, ed. (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1958), 125.
^ See W. K. Wimsatt, miosophicWords, a Stui^ of Style and Meaning in the Rambler and Dictionary
of Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1948); Robert DeMaria, Johnson's
Dictionary andthe Eangrageof Learning(Chapel Hill: North Carolina Press,1986); Allen Reddick,
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with the didactic message of georgic poetry. In total, eight texts are
quoted with regard to these words, of which "manurer" gets none,
"manurable," "manurance," and "manurement" one each, "manure"
as a noun two, and "manure" as a verb three. Three of these texts are
used to denote literal meanings:John Mortimer states that "mud makes
an extraordinary manure for land that is sandy"; John Woodward that
"fragments of shells reduced by the agitation of the sea to powder, are
used for manuring of the land," and Matthew Hale that "this book
gives an account of the manurable lands in every manor." Of the three,
however, only one is derived from a strictly agricultural treatise,
Mortimer's The Whole Art of Husbandry}''
Hale's Primitive Origination of Mankind is philosophical rather than
agricultural, and argues that, Platonist, Epicurean, Peripatetic, and
Stoic conjecture notwithstanding, humankind was the product neither
of accident nor spontaneity, but of God, precisely as recorded by the
Bible. Johnson's quotation comes from the second section of the
book, in which Hale provides eight hypotheses that refute the claim
that humans have existed forever. The seventh of these states that
the world's population shoxold now be much larger than it is if
humans had been alive since the beginning of time. Aware that a
reader might expect evidence demonstrating that population always
increases despite wars and disease. Hale cites statistics from the
Doomsday Book—^in which he says an account is given "not only of
the Manurable Lands in every Mannor, Town or VH, but also of the
Number and Namres of their several Inhabitants"—to show that, six
hundred years later England's population has indeed greatly
increased.^" If for six hundred years, Hale's logic runs, then so too
forever; and since the world is not packed full of humans, there
must have been a moment of creation. "Manurable" as a word
seems incidental here, and the passage whence it comes possesses
little significance in the book as a whole—leading one to wonder
The Making ofJohnson's Dictiona^ 1746-1773 (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1990).
^ John Mortimer, The Whole Art of Husbandly; or the Wi^ of Managing and Improving of Land
(London: 1712). In a chapter on lime, Mortimer writes, "Dung, mud, or fresh Earth mixed
with it makes an extraordinary Manure, and is the best Way of ordering of it for Land that is
sandy or gravelly" (69).
Matthew Hale, The Primitive Origination of Mankind, Considered and Examined according to the
Ught of Nature (London: 1677), 235.
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why Johnson thought to use the reference at all. Certainly he could
have found more likely sources for words related to "manure"—for
instance, sources comparable to Mortimer's manual. But the
theological scope of Hale's text is of absolute import.
Expressions of faith in the Bible link Hale with Woodward, whose
An Attempt Towards a Natural History of the Fossils of England, though
technical indeed, belongs neither to the fields of agriculture or
philosophy, but proto-geology.^* It consists of two tomes, both of
which are essentially exhaustive catalogues of the rocks and fossils
(what he terms "native" and "extraneous" fossils) in Woodward's
possession. For the dictionary, Johnson pulls from an entry in the
"Catalogue of the Second Addition of English Native Fossils," which
documents simply that Cornish sea-sand is used for manure:
"Fragments of Shells, reduced, by the Agitation of the Sea, to Powder,
and used for the manuring of Land. Sent by the name of Sea-Sand,
from the Shores by Truro, Comwall."^^ What seems like a minute
quotation from a compendium of minutiae is in fact an allusion to a
controversy that once had much at stake. For An Attempt is best
understood as a defense of Woodward's An Essay Towards a Natural
History of the Earth,a controversial treatise in which Woodward attempts
to prove empirically that shell-fossils are from once living animals (not
stones placed in the earth by God) and that rock stratification is the
result and evidence of the Biblical flood.^^
Woodward's thesis of stratification proposes that earthly matter
first dissolved and mixed about in the waters of the flood and then
settled, as the waters receded, according to size and weight, with the
heaviest materials on the bottom. More interesting than this notion is
his explanation of why God flooded the earth at all, rather than, say,
killing humans off with any number of pestilential blights. He did so
because, inasmuch as the flood was meant to punish sinners, it was also
sent to destroy that which caused them to sin—^namely, the fertility of
^'Johnson would probably express doubt about their attempts to support Biblical truth with
empirical evidence.
John Woodward, AnA.ttempt Towards a Natural Histoiy of the Fossils of England; in a Catalogue
of the English Fossils in the Collection of]. Woodward, M.D. (London: 1729), 91.
Joseph Levine, Dr. Woodward's Shield: Flistoty, Science, and Satire in Augustan England
(University of California Press, 1977), provides the intellectual contexts of and reactions to
Woodward's work.
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the earth. Before the deluge, Woodward writes, exuberant productions
of the earth became a continual decoy and snare unto man:
They only excited and fomented his lusts, and ministred
plentiful fewel to his vices and luxury; and the earth reqviiring
little or no tillage, there was little occasion for labour...by
which means he was laid open to all manner of pravity,
corruption, and enormity... [Therefore, he continues a few
pages later,] tis very plain that the deluge was not sent only as
an executioner to mankind: but that its prime errand was to
reform and new mold the earth.^''
The flood brought to reality one of the elements of the fortunate fall
from Eden; it changed the earth so as to require labor from people and
help them prevent vice from taking root in them again. Though it
satisfied neither the members of the Royal Society, who felt there was
a paucity of evidence to substantiate the book's claims (a criticism later
addressed hj An Attempt), nor the Anglican Church, who complained
that Woodward contradicted details of the Mosaic narrative, the moral
gist of this account and the spirit with which it follows the Bible seem
to appeal to Johnson.
Golden ages, floods, and the punishment of mankind for sin recur
in Johnson's citations. With Mortimer, defining manure as a noun is a
quotation from Dryden's translation of the first book of Ovid's
Metamorphosis-, "when the Nile from Pharian fields is fled, / ... / the fat
manure with heavenly fire is warmed."^^ Ovid compares the fields
manured by the Nile's annual flooding to the similarly fecund soil from
which new creatures emerged after the retreat of waters from Jupiter's
great flood. Like Noah and his family, only Deucalion and Pyrrha
survive the flood, and their worthiness contrasts the presumpmousness
of Lycaon, the Arcadian tyrant who murders an ambassador from
Molossi to trickjupiter into eating human flesh. For both Woodward
and Ovid, the flood's significance as a punitive measure is whelmed by
its own powers of metamorphosis, in that afterwards the survivors are
^ John Woodward, An Essay Towards a Natural History of the Earth (London:1695), 86-93.
John Dryden, "The First Book of Ovid's Metamotphosisf John DrydentA CriticalEdition of the
Mifor Works, Keith Walker, ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), lines 566-68.
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offered a second chance at virtue. It wiU not give forth as easily, but
those who leave aside luxury to cultivate the earth will simultaneously
reap the fruits of its and their own replenishment.
It is no coincidence, therefore, that Johnson cites Paradise Last to
exemplify the meaning of cultivation by manual labor. Specifically he
quotes from Book IV, where Adam informs Eve that a good night's
rest is in order for the work they must perform next day:
To morrow ere fresh Morning streak the East
With first approach of light, we must be ris'n.
And at our pleasant labour, to reform
Yon fiourie Arbors, yonder Allies green.
Our walk at noon, with branches overgrown.
That mock our scant manuring, and require
More hands than ours to lop their wanton growth. (623-29)
This is, as Adam says, pleasant labor, and the garden requires less
manuring than pruning. Paradise is luxuriant, and its fertility mocks
human efforts so as to elevate the greatness and generosity of the
Father. On the other hand, a georgic Eden diminishes the space
between paradise and fallen reality, leaving hope that humanity may
one day repair the gap by means of labor.^^ Significantly, Johnson
does not cite Milton's second use of the word, which occurs in Book
XI when the Son speaks to the Father on behalf of Adam and Eve:
See Father, what first-fruits on Earth are sprung
From thy implanted Grace in Man, these Sighs
And Prayers, which in this Golden Censer, mbct
With Incense, I thy Priest before thee bring.
Fruits of more pleasing savour from thy seed
Sow'n with contrition in his heart, than those
Which his own hand manuring aU the Trees
^ Low, George Revolution, 319. For a similar reading of labor in Eden, see Diane Kelsey
McColley, "Milton's Environmental Epic: Creature Kinship and the Language of Paradise
Lost" in Karla Armbmster and Kathleen R. Wallace, eds., Bejond Nature Writing: Expanding the
Boundaries of Ecocriticism (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2001); and Richard J.
DuRocher, "Careful Plowing: Culture and Agriculture in Paradise Eostf Milton Studies XXXI
(1994): 91-107.
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Of paradise could have produc't, ere faU'n
From innocence. (22-30)
Physical manuring is here replaced with spiritual, and the Son finds the
prayers and tears of Adam and Eve more pleasing than the products of
their toil. It may be that Johnson chooses the former over the latter
passage, because, though a Fideist, nevertheless he feels more
comfortable with acts that combine deeds with thoughts, uses of talent
that develop into, and moreimportandy prove the legitimacy of, mental
and spiritual growth.^^
What links the passages from Woodward, Hale, Dryden and
Milton is their interest in origins and fallenness and the hope that
physical toil may lead to mental cultivation and spiritual recovery. The
metaphor is offered directiyin the quotation from Henry Wotton's "A
Philosophical Survey of Education" used to define "manurement":
"For the manurement of Wits is like that of Soyls, where before either
the pains of Tilling, or the charge of Sowing, Men use to consider what
the mould will bear. Heath or Grain."^® Wotton's short essay devotes
most of its time establishing a link between the physical appearance and
mental promise of children, describing the correspondence of various
complexions, physiques and countenances to distinct personality traits.
He acknowledges, however, that some children manifest their talent
slowly, and thus encourages parents to tend to their children like many
a good vegetable:
[It is] no otherwise than in certain vegetables, which are long
before they shoot up and appear, and yet afterwards both of
good and great increase; which may serve to excite care, and
to prevent despair in Parents; for if their child be not such a
speedy spreader and brancher, like the vine, yet perchance he
may prove proles tarde crescentis oUvae; and yield, though
" On Johnson's Fideism, sti.'Ds^iAY^a.tato,JohnsonthePoet:ThePoeticCareerofSamuelJohnson
(London; Associated University Presses, 1999), 106-9.
Henry Wotton, "A Philosophical Survey of Education, or Moral Architecture," P^liquiae
Wottonianae: or, a Collection of hives, Letters, Poems (London: 1672), 76.
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with a little longer expectation, as useful, and more sober
fruit, than the other?'

The use of this metaphor is in keeping with writers mentioned above
who link cultured minds to cultivated fields.
¥
In his definition of manurance, Johnson writes that it is an obsolete
word, "worthy of revival." It is worthy because, unlike Addisonian
georgic, it emphasizes human action over the aesthetics of nature (by
the mid-eighteenth century, one could no longer merely be left to
"manure thyself," as Rowland Woodward was given leave by Donne
to do). Something about the word "georgic" itself seems to ring false
in Johnson's ear. In the Ufe of Milton he expresses doubts about
Milton's desire to teach his young pupils "those authors that treat of
physical subjects; such as the Georgick, and astronomical treatises of
the ancients"; and this is so, he writes, because teachers ought to
prioritize religious and moral truths over external knowledge."*® But an
engagement with the physical world can lead to an appreciation of
moral values. And I would argue that most successful georgic poems
of the period include a construal of labor and virtue (and a critique of
indolent landowners) similar to that signified by Johnson's "manur
ance.'"**
This is not to deny that the pOems hide certain realities of life, that
they unwittingly or perhaps knowingly fail to consider potentially
harmful consequences of their agendas. Johnson himself may be aware
of this problem. Alongside the passage from Woodward, he supports
the verb manure with a quotation firom Addison's Catc."The corps of
half her senate / Manure the fields of Thessaly.'"*^ Sempronius voices
this image at the strategic council which takes place at the beginning of
''Wotton,77.
*' Uves of the English Poets, Volume I, 99-100.
•" For a reading along these lines of Dyer's The Fleece, see my "Dyer's The Fleece, Farming
Manuals, and the Georgic Modef Augustan Studies I (2002), 3-22.
Joseph Addison, Ca/o in Ricardo Quintana, ^dL.,Eighteenth-Centuiy Plays (New York: Modern
Library, 1952), 20 (II.i.35-36).
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Act II, and with it he hopes to move Cato to zealous and arnied
rebellion. It is a political image that works against the impropriety of
Caesar by juxtaposing corpses strewn about a battiefield with fertilizer
tossed about a farm. Growth might come of decaying human corpses
but obviously at too high a cost. Cato is to hear this and equate
tyranny with military waste. Sempronius heaps the bodies and keeps
the violence in an immediate present, advocating more war to right
political wrong. The fact that Sempronius is himself corrupt and his
words disingenuous renders any application of georgic rhetoric to
simple claims of political virtue dubious at best.'*^
If destruction is a problem for readers of the georgic mode, it is
a problem with which the mode itself directly deals, starting with Virgil
himself. For Sempronius's image recalls Virgil, who, in pleading with
Augustus to settle soldiers on farms and guide them away from
destruction, ends Book I with a poetic vision of a future in which war
has become an outdated reUc, like a piece of armor buried in a field:
Surely a time wiU come when in those regions
The farmer heaving the soil with his curved plough
Wm come on spears aU eaten up with rust
Or strike with his heavy hoe on hollow helmets.
And gape at the huge bones in the upturned graves.'*''

43
Addison's play is famous for its ambiguous neutrality; in the Ufe of Addison Johnson
describes the factionaUzed responses of its first audiences; "The Whigs applauded every line
in which Liberty was mentioned, as a satire on the Tories; and the Tories echoed every clap,
to shew that the satire was unfelt." Lives of the English Poets Volume 11, 101. On Cato as an
English Patriot, see M. M. Kelsall, "The Meaningof Addison's Catof Keviem of English Studies
17 (1966): 149-62; Fredric M. Litto, "Addison's Cato'm the Colonies," The Wilham and Mary
Quarterly 23 (1966): 431^9, describes the sympathy with which Whig revolutionaries in
America responded to the play. Newer readings argue that the work displays an anxious
awareness of the affects of colonialism on traditional EngUsh beliefs in virtue and heroism;
see Julie Ellison, "Cato's Tears," ELH 63 (1996): 571-601, and Lisa A. Freeman, "What's
Love Got to Do with Addison's Cato," SEE 39.3 (1999): 463-82.
** Virgil, The Georgics translated by L. P. Wilkinson (New York: Penguin Books, 1982), lines
493-97. Dryden's translation of this passage seems to reflect on monarchy as well: "Then,
after length of time, the labouring swains, / Who turn the turfs of those unhappy plains, /
Shall rusty piles from the ploughed furrows take, / And over empty helmets pass the rake. /
Amazed at antique titles on the stones, / And mighty relics of gigantic bones" (John Dryden:
A Critical Edition of the Major Works, Keith Walker, ed. [Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1987], Hnes 662-67).
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No heroes are remembered, nor do any monuments memorialize the
batde once fought on his farmer's fields. Minimizing it to a few
artifacts of a distant past Virgil hopes to replace war—^which is hollow,
its ways rusted and past use—^with agriculture and turn swords into
pruning hooks. The epic imagery he uses throughout The Georgia to
describe the husbandman's labors is intended to create a new idea of
heroism. Acts will be heroic that are productive, not destructive; and
the only battles fought in the future will be waged against uncultivated
lands, not humankind. And yet if war were truly unheroic Virgil would
have found a different way to elevate georgic endeavors. That epic is
allowed into the poem, buried or latent though it may be, gives the
poem a troubled air. By the end of Book IV this problem is not
resolved; rather the poem takes refuge in magic, in a mythic restoration
of bees from a carcass, of life from/in death. Of course, no one
person can solve the problems of empire. But in making a theme of
the issue Virgil creates a mode that allows writers to think seriously
about nationhood.
I would like to think that Johnson's definitions focus the
reader's attention mostly on how labor affects the individual because
he knows that even when the rhetoric of national virtue includes
self-deprecating and self-critical anxiety, it also tends to voice a fair
amount of xenophobic prejudice. But with his claim for the
worthiness of "manurance," comes a prooftext that carries the
reader back toward the reakn of war: "Although there should none
of them fall by the sworde, nor be slaine by the soldyer, yet thus
beinge kept from manurance, and their cattle from runninge abroad,
by this hard restrainte they would quicklie consume themselves and
devoure one another." The sentence is from Spenser's A. Present
View of the State of Ireland, a survey that, as Julia Reinhard Lupton
suggests, "puts forward a programme of depopulation,
displacement, and geographic transformation" by fantasizing Ireland
as "flat, empty and inscribable.'"^^ Spenser's recommendation of a
policy of starvation is not theoretical, for, as the context of this
sentence shows, just such a plan was implemented by his employer,
Julia Reinhard Lupton, "Mapping Mutability; or, Spenser's Irish Plot," in Brendan Bradshaw, Andrew Hadfield, WiUy Maley,eds.,V^resentinglnland: Literature andthe Oriffnsof Conftfi,
1534-1660 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 98. The quotations from
Spenser's View are taken from Lupton, 99-100.
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Arthur Lord Grey de Wilton, to quash the Desmond rebellion: "The
proof whereof I sawe suffycienthe ensampled in those late warrs in
Mounster.. .out of everie Comer of the woodes & glennes they came
creeping forth...did eate of the dead Carrions." Spenser's use of
georgic, his desire to waste the wilds of Ireland so as to recultivate it in
the image of England is, as Linda Gregerson has written, premised on
genocide.'^'' Johnson's discovery of this quotation to support a revival
of manurance throws into serious doubt the religious and moral thmst
of his other choices. The georgic portrayal of labor is not merely
aesthetic, yet it is often less than clear whether its valuation seeks to
replace or is founded on forms of oppression. Georgics may be about
the processes of life, but their expansiveness often reveals the difficulty
of living well.
Linda Gregerson, "Colonials Write the Nation: Spenser, Milton, and England on the
Margins," in Balachandra Rajan and Elizabeth Saner, eds., Milton and the Imperial Vision
(Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1999).

